Implementation and Integration of Switch Capacitor Filters for EEG Application
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ABSTRACT: this paper presents implementation of switch capacitor filter with sample and hold circuit, non-overlapping clock and a gain stage using 180 nm CMOS technology. After implementation, an integration of a Sampler circuit is done with help of implemented basic blocks with sampling frequency of 2.0 GHz. Finally complete design of band pass filter having a bandwidth of ≤13 Hz is designed which is used for EEG signals application. This band pass filter is a combination of lower cut off frequency 0.7 Hz and higher cut off frequency of 12.895 Hz which is ideal in detecting EEG Signals (Theta, Alpha, Beta and Delta EEG wave forms). Op-amp used in these circuits having a gain of 47.779 db.
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I. INTRODUCTION

All circuits used in Filtering, are the ultimate quotidian of electronic and electrical signal-conditioning and processing functions. Formed for high-spirited discussions and deliberation as DAC or ADC technology solution outstretch [4, 26-32].

Active filter are generally made with the help of op-amp, resistor and capacitors, to obtained linear time invariant relation or transfer function the values of these component should be absolute. When be implement this circuitry on silicon wafer it no longer going to produce same result with these values of resistors and capacitors. Secondly it bear more space to fashion such a particular values of resistor and capacitors on CMOS chip. Third are more prone to capacitor change. VLSI circuit designer provides alternative and effective technique using switch capacitor circuits which are simulated as resistance and their time constants are controlled by ratio of switch capacitor values instead of the actual value of capacitances. Switch capacitors Filters are built with the help of switches, capacitors and op-amp [5-7].

Bedrichhosticka’s 1978 paper on a MOS switched-capacitor filter marked the beginning of the dominance of switched-capacitor techniques for integrated audio-band filtering [12]. Techniques of switch capacitor filter started in early 1970’s where they were used for audio-band filtering and then for mixed signal interface. These filter work on the principle of rate of transfer of charge when switch is moving from open. Position to closed position. Basic functionality of switch capacitor circuits is shown in fig.1 this circuits is simulated as a resistor.

The simplest switched-capacitor (SC) circuit as an integrator is shown in Fig.1 [11]. Made of capacitors C₁ and C₂ with an op-amp and two transistors.

For integration and accurate voltage gain switch capacitors preferred this can be done by switching a sampled capacitor onto an op-amp with a capacitor C₂ which is connected in feedback. Czech engineer BedrichHosticka was first person who design switch capacitor filters One of the oldest of all these circuits of switch capacitor is the [1, 15].
Parasitic-sensitive integrator develop. Analysis is shown here. Denote by $T = \frac{1}{f}$ the period of witching. In capacitors Charge $= \text{capacity} \times \text{voltage}$

Then, when $\Phi_1$ opens and $\Phi_2$ closes (they are never both closed at the same time), we have the following:

$C_1$ has charged $[17, 18]$: 

$$Q_1 = C_1 \times V_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Due to the feedback cap, $C_2$, is abruptly charged with that much charge (by the op amp, which seeks a virtual short circuit between its inputs): 

$$Q(t) = Q_1(t-T) + Q_2(t-T)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

Equation 2 is divided by $C_2$: 

$$V_2 = \frac{Q_1(t-T)}{C_2} + V_2(t-T)$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

And now taking invers of 1)

$$V_2 = \frac{C_1}{C_2} V_1(t-T) + V_2(t-T)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

This final equation 4, shows the changes in $C_2$, it increases (or decreases) its voltage with respect to each cycle corresponding to the charge that is being "pumped" from $C_1$ (due to the op-amp). However, there is a more fine way to formulate this fact if $T$ is very short. Let us presents $dt \leftarrow T$ and $dV_2 \leftarrow V_2(t) - V_2(t - dt)$ and now rewrite the equation number 4, divided by $dt$: 

$$\frac{dV_2}{dt} = C_1 \times V_1(t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

Therefore, the op-amp output equation for voltage takes the form 

$$V_{out} \cdot V_2 = \int \frac{1}{C_1 C_2} \int V_1(t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

Where $R = \frac{1}{f C_1}$ this permits its runtime adaptation (if we handle to make these switches oscillate corresponding to some signal given by e.g. a microprocessor)

II. RELATED WORK

In [3] this paper presents time interleaved SAH based on closed loop switch capacitor technique with different measurement results. In [4], author has come out of the basic design of integrated (ADC) analog to digital convertor which can work on input frequency of 997Hz with spurious-free dynamic range of 49.53dB. In [5], a design a of a LPS and high pass filters which are suitable for detection of Electrocardiograph signals with the band of .515Hz to 150.00Hz the amplitude of such Electrocardiograph signals varies from $\pm 2$mv. For filtering the noise of 60Hz additional notch filter is also designed. In [6], author used the switch-capacitor filter concept for designing the high quality factor (Q) BPF for the application of radio data system. In [7] author presented the simple design of programmable switch capacitor filter and how the high orders of such filter can be implemented suitably with in efficient area. In [8], author has presented one of the building block of switch capacitor filter e.g. two phase non-overlapping clock, it comprises of
back-to-back inverters in inverted form. Popular NAND gate based without-overlapping circuit has more ingredient and more phase error involved. In [9], this paper present analysis with design of two stage op-amp along with parameters (high gain, low power). In [10] the author has presented the design of basic circuit of switched capacitor filter on 0.35 µm CMOS technology.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Fast of all basic building block of switch capacitor filter are implemented. Than after integration done in such a fashion so that it can work as ADC.

1. IMPLEMENTATION AND INTEGRATION

A. Sample and hold circuit.

It very simple and basic circuit it uses the MOS and load capacitor, MOS is connected in such a fashion that its gate terminal to the input continuous square wave, and drain is connected to the load capacitor to perform the function of the sampling and holding. SAH circuit is shown in fig 1. Along with NOC [15-19].

B. Non-overlapping clock.

To carry out transfer of charge through the switches, two clocks are needed but in opposite in phase. Their phase in any condition shouldn’t match to run out charge lost when both switches close and open simultaneously. This is shown in fig 1. Along with SAH [20, 23].

C. Operational amplifier.

This operational amplifier uses the current mirror biasing instead of any voltage divider biasing, in order to maintain fixed current source. In addition to that, it has RC miller frequency compensation circuit a compensation circuit is necessary to sustain closed loop stability in op-amp which are operating in negative feedback [35], it is most popular to use because this can be formed by connecting a capacitor in the middle of two successive gain stages. By the effect of this capacitor an unintentional feed forward path is created thereby a right half plane zero is generated and because of this phase margin is decrease. The effect of this zero can be balanced by suitably connecting a resistor in series with the miller capacitor. It also consists of two other important architecture one is differential input amplifier stage which gives the advantage of improving overall gain and second is common source output amplifier stage provides maximum peak to peak output voltage[36-38].

INTREGATION:

In This integration part it is presented that when some of the implemented part are connected in preplanned methodology to perform the function of a Sampler. This Sampler circuit having sampling frequency of 2GHz is designed it also produces output with different phase fig. [2].
2. BAND PASS FILTER FOR EEG APPLICATION

LPF:
This proposed circuit Fig. [3] Of low pass filter is based one of the basic topology for filter design e.i.sallen key topology. Switched capacitor circuits replace all the resistors connected in sallen key topology. This topology provides the advantage to minimizing gain bandwidth of an op-amp, this is achieved by placing op-amp just as an amplifier in this mode it is less hang on the performance of op-amp.

The desired -3db cut-off frequency for the low pass filter is 12.895 Hz. Proposed circuits has less circuit elements and low power [5].

Transfer function of low pass filter in s-domain and Z-domain is given by:

\[ H(s) = \frac{b_0}{s^2 + a_1 s + a_0}, \text{ where } \omega_0 = \sqrt{a_0} \text{ and } \quad H(z) = \frac{(Z+1)^2}{(Z-re^{-\theta})(Z-re^{\theta})}, \text{ where, } \theta = \omega t \]
HPF:
This proposed high pass filter Fig. [4] is designed using the same technique as same as low pass filter describe above. The desired -3dB cut-off frequency for the High Pass filter is 0.7123 Hz.

Transfer function of high pass filter in s-domain and in Z-domain is given by:

\[ H_H(S) = \frac{b_0 S^2}{S^2 + a_1 S + a_0}, \text{ where } \omega_0 = \sqrt{a_0} \text{and } H(z) = \frac{(z-1)^2}{z^2 - 2r(z\omega)z + r^2} \text{ where, } \emptyset = \omega t \]

BPF:
This is final proposed band pass filter Fig. [5] for EEG application having the band of less than 13Hz. Which is suitable for EEG signals.

Transfer function of band pass filter in s-domain and in Z-domain is given by:

\[ H_{BP}(S) = \frac{b_0 S}{S^2 + a_1 S + a_0}, \text{ where } \omega_0 = \sqrt{a_0} \text{ and } H(z) = \frac{(z+1)(z-1)}{z^2 - 2r(z\omega)z + r^2} \text{ where, } \emptyset = \omega t \]
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The figure 6. Shows the out of the Sampler circuit with the total time period of 1ns which means the proper Sampling of the Continues signal the sampling frequency should be double of the time period according to the sampling theorem. The frequency response of second order low pass and high pass filter with cutoff frequency 12.895 Hz and 0.7123 Hz respectively is shown in figure 7 and 8.

![Fig. 6. The out wave form of analog to digital converter.](image)

![Fig. 7. Frequency response of SCF second order LPF](image)

![Fig. 8. Frequency response of SCF second order HPF](image)

![Fig. 9. Frequency response of SCF second order BPF](image)

The final response of the EEG band pass filter is shown in figure 9. Fig.10. This Figure shows that when signal with in the band is applied to the band pass circuit, it get affected.
To implement a fixed value of resistance its takes more space, more power and also more cost. So to replace such fixed values of resistance switch capacitor technology is used. Sampler circuit has designed with sampling frequency of 2GHz, it is useful for converting continuous analog signal to digital signal. Biomedical signals are more prone to noise, which can change many parameters of such signals e.g. EEG (electroencephalograph) signals (EEG theta, EEG alpha, EEG beta, EEG delta.) therefor band pass filter with band limit of less than 13 Hz is introduced to eliminate such noise in EEG signals.
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